
EASY & PRECISELY!

That’s what you need for efficient work!

EASY & PRECISELY!EASY & PRECISELY!

Electronic car body
geometry control system

«SIVER DATA»

Made in RUSSIA



SIVER DATA –  innovative electronic measuring system incorporated all the best functions of existing systems on 

the automotive market!

– SAVES TIME AND INCREASES YOUR PROFIT! SIVER DATA

UNIVERSALITY! 
The system is compatible with any types of car body straightening 

systems: racks, benches, floor systems.

HIGH 

PRODUCTIVITY!
The measuring part 

of the system 

consists of only 

two units: 

pointer and 

measuring 

beam 

equipped 

with 

cameras. 

There are 

no any 

complicated 

mechanical 

constructions, 

no gauges, no 

adapters, no sensors, 

etc. Therefore, 

you don’t need 

to spend 

precious 

time for 

installation 

and 

calibration 

of the 

system. 

Cameras 

track the 

position of 

the pointer, and 

system immediately 

indicates exact coordinates of 

measured point and its deviation 

relatively to database.

NO RETURNS

AND CLAIMS!
The measurements accuracy is just 

1-2 mm, whereas car manufacturers’ 

inquire 3 mm). 

VERSATILITY!
Allows measuring a separate elements and spare parts as 

assembled so taken off the car. 

OPERATING 

CONVENIENCE!  
The system allows to measure easily both 

lowerbody and upperbody (such as doors 

and windows). No any additional accessories 

or adaptors are required for upper-body 

measurements. All measurements are made 

only by pointer held just by palm.

No inconvenient rulers and tape-measurers!



LOW INVESTMENTS! 
The cost of the system in several 

times less than most popular electronic 

measuring systems.

– OFFER MORE SERVICES, GET MORE MONEY! SIVER DATA

Keyboard

Pointer with changeable

probes

DrawerDURABILITY! 
There are no neither any precise 

mechanics, nor electromechanical 

parts in the system. Minimum 

amount of cables. That is very 

important in car shops where there 

are lots of sparks and vibrations.

SIMPLICITY OF 

MEASUREMENT 

ANALYSIS!
Easy in work software in a couple 

with friendly interface and voice tips 

helps to do all the measurements, print 

and save an order as easy as possible. 

Results can be saved or printed at 

any stage of work. There is no need to 

learn any schemes or to do complex 

calculations – all necessary information 

is displayed on the screen.

INFORMATIVE!
The database of the system includes 

information about control points for

upper-body and lower-body, with parts-on 

and parts-off. The most of control points are 

shown with photos. 

Colour printer

PC unit

Cabinet

PORTABILITY! 
The system consists of cabinet with 

computer and measuring beam 

with console. 

There is no 

need in storage 

systems to 

prevent loss of 

any small parts, 

such as adapters, 

gauges, sensors, 

etc. 
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MOBILITY! 
The system does not require any 

installations. The same system could 

be used with different benches. 

It’s just enough of two-post lift 

for inspection of vehicle’s body 

condition.



1. Starting a new project

Choose a model of the vehicle and enter owner’s information.

2. Primary inspection 

Inspect the vehicle to make a deduction which sections are 

damaged, then open specifications database. 

Choose on the picture reference points in undamaged 

section (preferably 3-6 ). 

Choose points in undamaged section (e.g. longeron, 

suspension attachment points etc.).

3. Measuring procedure

In accordance with the instructions of the program, measure 

all chosen reference points in the most convenient sequence. 

After cameras capture position of the LED lights, system 

analysis and identifies multidimensional coordinates of the 

pointer and, consequently, coordinates of the probe’s end. 

Thus, to measure the misalignment of control points it’s just 

necessary to touch the points by the probes end.

4. Analysis of measurement results

The system automatically combines all measured points with 

reference points in database, using successive approximation 

method. Misalignment points with a difference from the 

specifications 5 mm appear Red. Points with a deviation from 

the specifications less then 5 mm appear Green. 

5. Measurement results can be printed.

Working order:

The work of measuring system SIVER-DATA

is based on the principle of binocular vision. 

According to this principle, if in the field of view

of two video cameras appears sharply defined 

object, e.g. a bright little star, it is possible

to calculate multidimensional position of this

star by taking pictures from both of cameras.

Instead of the single star in our system is

used a specially made contrast object – so-called

pointer with LED lights located on the lateral side

of it. To determine exact 3D position of each LED light, consequently the pointer’s position itself and 

the most important thing for us exact pointer’s peak position, we need just to capture pointer on two 

cameras. 

Measuring system Siver Data can be used in the following cases:
- For measurements during the process of collision repair.

- When it’s impossible to detect visually the condition of car body and it needs a documental approval.  

 

Measuring unit is made as a firm metallic beam with two cameras mounted in it. The beam consists of 

two parts: outer (for protection) and inner (precise beam supporting cameras). Such construction allows to 

decrease a risk of damage of important parts and provides advanced durability of the system during operation.

Pointer. There are 23 bright LED lights on lateral surface of the pointer. Power supply is provided by AA 

batteries installed inside. Communication with computer is made by optical commands, without any wires

or radio channels. 

The pointer could be used with different probes:

1) Main probe. The shortest one, it provides the highest accuracy of measurements.

2) Lateral probe, rotates around shaft, has four fixed positions. Suitable for measuring points located on 

vertical surface or in case if there is not enough space between bottom of a vehicle and a bench platform.

3) Long probe. Could be used when measured point is located behind of any part of car body, which could 

be an obstacle between cameras and pointer.

4) Extra-long probe. It is used for measuring points located on deep parts of vehicle.

Probes could be changed directly during measurements. The probe number is reported to computer just by 

pressing of special button on the pointer. 

Communication unit. It contains the power unit and the interface card for communication with a computer



SPECIFICATIONS

Measurement accuracy, mm              

 using regular probe 1

 using additional probes 3

 along center line 2 

 other directions 1 

Working area, m 0,9 – 4,2

Connecting between PC and pointer wireless

Measuring beam dimensions, mm 1200 x 100 x100

Measuring beam weight, kg 3

Pointer dimensions, mm 300 x 800 x 400

Pointer weight, kg 0,5

COMPLETE SET

Measuring beam       1 pc.

Mobile support                     1 pc.

Communication unit             1 pc.

Pointer                                 1 pc.

Changeable probes                  3 pcs.  

PC (base unit, monitor, printer)   1 set

Software                              1 set

Mobile cabinet               1 pc.

Package 1 set

The manufacturer reserves the right to alter product specifications and/or package components without any notice
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80, Shosseynaya st., Moscow, 109383, Russia 

tel.: +7 495 780 46 84, fax: +7 495 354 70 30
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